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Rolling Forward On Exceptions

 regulatory risk management

Summary: For many community banks, the tedious task of managing

expectations is still time-consuming and inefficient. But new tools, techniques and

technologies are emerging.

Segway, the company that brought you the self-balancing scooter back in the day, has now ventured into roller

skates. You simply jump on the skate without strapping in your shoes and off you go. They have 45 minutes of

drive time on one charge and have a single wheel design. This could be the replacement for the hover board

perhaps.

As you roll forward through your day today, we delve into various ways banks are increasingly automating their

way to greater efficiency, with a closer look at managing exceptions.

For many community banks, the tedious task of managing exceptions is still time-consuming and inefficient.

But new tools, techniques and technologies are emerging and trickling down from larger institutions to help

community banks manage this task. As all bankers know, the stakes are high.

For community banks, managing exceptions presents a greater and more expansive risk because:

More exceptions mean more risk. It's the old risk versus reward struggle. Banks that choose to take on

more loan and operational exceptions are typically in greater danger of having potential issues down the road.

Exceptions are not just about loans. Indeed, while banks have long dealt with exceptions on the lending

side, they are increasingly looking at exceptions in data security, mobile and online payments and other

banking services. Policy or operational exceptions, such as wire transfer exceptions or internal audit exceptions

are key areas of concern.

According to a recent study by Accusystems, 69% of community banks use some ad-hoc combination of

manual ticklers, spreadsheets, calendars, email forms, databases and core systems for exception-tracking

methods. While this is a step in the right direction, experts see this type of disintegrated approach as

inefficient and potentially risky.

New technologies may be an option as they aim to make exception management a more integrated, consistent

and efficient process. As community banks wrangle with easing the exception process, they are likely to reap a

multitude of rewards besides basic process efficiency, including:

Understand why exceptions are happening. Through a more automated process, banks will be able to

identify the employees who are most commonly the cause of exceptions and the areas where those exceptions

are happening most often. After doing a deep dive review, banks can get to the root causes and reduce

exceptions to become more efficient.

Better measure exceptions. Peter Drucker famously said, "If you cannot measure it, you cannot manage it."

By observing and tracking trends in their exceptions, banks can modify processes in ways that reduce

exceptions and smooth systems.
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Create better policies. Automation tends to help define policies and procedures across the board. By

creating an automated, more consistent approach for handling exceptions, banks will gain a more clear view of

where it may behoove them to change or modify existing policies.

UPCOMING WEBINAR:

LEVERAGED LENDING: GETTING COMFORTABLE WITH A LOAN  

SEP 19 | 10:00AM PT 

Registration  

Join us for a 30-minute webinar where we introduce you to one of the loans on our Shared National Credit

Pipeline. Could this loan be the answer to your loan growth needs? 
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